
 

The Recycling Club is hav-

ing a Shoe Drive!  

Donate shoes for the 

drive! We need gently 

used shoes. 

Please bring your recycled 

shoes and sneakers to 

school and place them in 

the box near the computer 

room. 
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 Protect the Environment! 

 The Earth is what we 

have in common! 

 Recycling is what we 

should do daily! 

Editors: Sage Greaves and Jacky Ly 



Save Your Markers  

We talked to Mrs. Melo, and she wanted to 
start a drive that collects dried up markers. 
Markers were being thrown away, and she 
hated seeing them being wasted. There’s 
too much plastic polluting the environ-
ment. So, throughout the school year,  she 
will ship those markers to Crayola, where 
they will be recycled for free. She will ship 
the boxes of markers once a year (or when-
ever the boxes are full). 

 

Lynn Woods Clean Up 

 
What is it?… On April 27 ,  Lynn Woods is inviting 
North Shore residents to their annual Spring cleanup. 
This free event will be held from eight-thirty to noon, 
rain or shine. Their will be free pizza and beverages to 
those who help with the cleanup. In addition, there 
will be  live  music and a reptile show.    

Top 7 Facts to Know: 
 

    Without exception, recycling is the top action society can do to simultaneously improve: the enviroment, the 

economy, sustainable manufacturing and to prevent waste from going into oceans. 

    Recycling is collapsing in the U.S. due to public confusion about recycling.  

 U.S. recycling levels are currently 21.4% (recent EPA funded Yale University Study) 

 When U.S. recycling levels reach 75% it will be the environmental and CO2 equivalent of removing 55 million 
cars from U.S. roads each year. 

 When U.S. recycling levels reach 75% it will generate 1.5 million new jobs in the U.S. (net). 

 Manufacturers truly want these materials back to reuse in their manufacturing, but they aren't able to reuse 
the materials if people don't recycle right. 

 The nonprofit standardized label mission is the #1 solution to help society begin to recycle right and there-
fore, help recycling begin to thrive.  

 

Source:  https://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/recycling-facts  

By Emily Donahue 

https://www.recycleacrossamerica.org/recycling-facts
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Grade 5: 

Roberto Alas 

Sage Greaves   Newsletter Editors: 

Tony Huynh   Sage Greaves 

Jonathan Lumala   Jacky Ly 

Jacky Ly 

Princess Njika   Newsletter Contributor:/Photographer: 

Janilette Ocasio-Rivas  Emily Donahue 

Michael Marange 

Julianie Momplaisir 

 

Grade 6:   

Alanna Bowen 

Emily Brogan   President: 

Emma Casey   Trixie Nguyen 

Payten Cole 

Kate Johansson 

Dylan Njika 

Nikki Tinkham 

       

Grade 7 & 8:      

Andrew Albornez         

Michelle Azzun    

 Yel Bol     

Diana Cherubin   

Emily Donahue    

Sampierre Gomez 

Precious Kamara     

Mariam Poladian 
 

Advisors: 
Joy Morris 

Michele Myers 


